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The Unsung Heroes in
Post-Acute Care

Managing the Challenges and
Changes & Responsibilities
and Relationships in 21st
Century LTC
https://www.hhs1.com/evs-directors-tell-all-how-to-create-a-positive-environmental-services-teamexperience/
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Educator, Story-teller, Wanderer
Direct Supply Dir. of Risk & Safety Solutions
414 405 0492; rmiller@directsupply.net
6767 N. Industrial Rd. Milwaukee WI 53223

>

Has 37+ years in HC safety/risk (29+ years in post-acute care)

>

Served on the AHCA Prof es s ional Development W ork Group

>

Served on the AHCA Emergenc y and Dis as ter Prep Committee

>

Is a f ormer c orporate s af ety direc tor f or s everal LT C c ompanies

>

Spent his career developing risk & safety strategies, programs & solutions

>

Is a founding member of the Direct Supply-sponsored Loss Prevention Forum

>

Is a board member for UW Eau Claire, CHAASE (Center for Health Administration and Aging Services Excellence)
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The materials, comments and other information contained in
this presentation are intended to provide general information
but not advice about certain regulations and initiatives.
This information is not and not intended as legal or other
advice and each situation may vary depending on the
particular facts and circumstances.
You should not act upon this information without first
consulting with qualified legal counsel.
Thank You.
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YOU: What are the top three reasons why LTC Healthcare
professionals stay in the industry?

Background
Team Building
Root Cause Analysis
Regulatory Challenges
Efficiencies Derived From Systems
Your Role in Resident Falls Risk Mitigation

#3: You’re too new to know better.
#2: You’re too old to change.
#1: You make a REAL difference in
the lives of REAL People EVERY
SINGLE DAY.
6
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Two Key HR Principles

Some Tips From Those With Experience
Working in a LTC community is not for the ‘faint of heart’. It’s a hectic, unrelenting
work pace with frequent, unplanned interactions with others; many reactive, brief,
unconnected activities; and a REALLY varied work content.
Some “one-liner” tips:
1.

Census is a must

2.

Learn and do what ownership wants

3.

Don’t Micro-manage - it’s the Kiss of Death

4.

The DON can be your best business partner

5.

Get and keep your survey readiness binder up to date

6.

KEEP: a] Your head low b] A positive attitude c] Your cool

7.

FOCUS: a] budget b] cost control c] overtime d] RESIDENTS

http://www.providermagazine.com/archives/2008/Pages/0508/A-Day-In-The-Life.aspx ;https://www.indeed.com/forum/job/nursing-home-administrator/survive-bad-building-staff-syndrome-at-SNF-do-you-do/t235733
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2 PRINCIPLES That Promote and Sustain Culture
Senior Housing Forum: Published By Susan Saldibar, suesaldibar Wed, 25 Oct 2017
Phil Fogg,
Jr., President & CEO of Marquis Companies

PRINCIPLE #1: Great leaders make “VITUOUS” choices

Background

(big / little)

Example #1: YOU … We … I …

Team Building

Example #2: “If not ME, then who? If not now then when?”
• Stopping to pick up a piece of trash is a choice

Root Cause Analysis

• Not stopping is also a choice

Regulatory Challenges

PRINCIPLE #2: The accumulation of our choices defines our culture

Efficiencies Derived From Systems

Application #1: Great leaders “PICK UP” MANY things …

Your Role in Resident Falls Risk Mitigation

Application #2: Great leaders “INFLUENCE” others -- not just
by words (written or spoken) but by their CHOICES
https://www.seniorhousingforum.net/blog/2017/10/25/109-successful-ceo-shares-his-6-qualities-great-leaders?pmc=MC&MyID=rmiller%40directsupply.net

3-Perspective Study -- Sense of “Home”

(NH Residents; 2016)

78 participants (24 residents, 18 relatives, 26 care professionals) 4 NH in the Netherlands

Background: “Sense of Home” ≈ “Quality of Life”
Perspectives are Different

Your Contributions (By Better Understanding the Residents)

All Participants
1] Building / interior design

All Participants
1] Building / interior design
2] Eating / drinking

Residents & Relatives
1] Connection with nature / outdoors
2] Coping strategies

3] Autonomy / control
4] Involvement of relatives
5] Engagement / activities
6] Quality of care

Relatives and Staff
1] Organization’s role in facilitation of care
2] Making residents feel they still matter

2] Eating / drinking
3] Autonomy / control
4] Involvement of relatives
5] Engagement / activities

Residents & Relatives
1] Connection with nature / outdoors
2] Coping strategies
Relatives and Staff
1] Organization’s role in facilitation of care
2] Making residents feel they still matter

6] Quality of care

**Conclusion: Understanding this can lead to strategies that optimize the sense of HOME
https://bmcgeriatr.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s12877-016-0344-9?site=bmcgeriatr.biomedcentral.com
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Countering those challenges

6 Challenges
1. THOUGHT: “It takes strong leaders who put steady energy to making the
Team successful.”
2. ASK YOURSELF: “What do I do to create a positive work environment for
my Team?”
3. REALITY CHECK 1: Managing the Team be the most challenging part of
managing the department.
4. REALITY CHECK 2: In LTC, there are those who aspire to their profession.
That may not be the case for everyone you have on your Team.
5. BUY-IN: You have to work hard to develop AND keep Team buy-in.
6. NO CALL / NO SHOW & TURN-OVER: It’s not just Nursing
https://www.hhs1.com/evs-directors-tell-all-how-to-create-a-positive-environmental-services-team-experience/

1. “Celebrate and honor your Team members.”
Witt Copeland: “At my last job, one of our housekeepers used to play in a band in his younger days. But as
he’s gotten older and has been through some struggles, he wasn’t able to afford a good guitar and play
anymore. The others directors and I and our RVP chipped in and bought him a nice guitar and presented it to
him in front of team as an award for excellent service. He appreciated it greatly, and even now that I have
moved facilities, I still hear from him regularly.”

2. “Make sure you’re keeping the Team as your top priority.”
… frequent potlucks … celebrate ANY / ALL achievements … employee of the month … Birthday cake/ice cream
socials ... Create a safety reward program … get even a small budget for this? (turn-over costs a lot more)

BREAK OUT SESSION
3. Demetrius Robinson:
a.
b.

“By investing in Team members we get their buy-in … Make a video … do a room turn-around contest … “
“When you do these things, you build trust and demonstrate your concern and support for THEM …
that goes a LONG way to SUSTAIN a positive environment …”

https://www.hhs1.com/evs-directors-tell-all-how-to-create-a-positive-environmental-services-team-experience/

Countering those challenges – Last Thoughts
1. SAFETY HUDDLES: Make them an event that the team members don’t want to miss
... Do different fun things or themes each day …... Dress up as superhero to promote a safety topic … play
safety bingo -- Winner gets a meal ticket … When you do rounds – take a Team member with you …
REMEMBER, rounding is both work and personal time

2. Keep your own attitude positive … Take care of yourself ... Keep your stresses and
your struggles to yourself

Is it believable that a housekeeping department has a turnover at under 5%?
GLORIA SHARED: she has lost 3 housekeepers in the last 3 years -- one passed her Pharmacist exam
… one finished PT school … the 3rd accepted a position as director of dining services at a hospital ...
Here are her tips:
Family is important to the team … Gloria is committed to giving them the time they need to have a family
life. They work together to fill in for each other, which means the staff on duty work extra hard to make
up for their teammate’s time off. It is eagerly reciprocated.
The team has respect for authority … and their leader is approachable, helpful and stands by her team.

3. Make sure the Team knows that you understand and care about their needs

She teaches and models the behaviors she wants to see exhibited ... She shows them how to talk to
residents … She teaches them tips and tricks to get the job done more efficiently.

4. An engaged Team Member translates into a better Resident experiences ...

She demonstrates servant leadership. It is not uncommon for her to prepare their housekeeping carts for
the next day, so they can clock out and go home.

5. Barb Ledder, Calhoun Nursing & Rehab:
“I watched as one of my Housekeeping Staff showed her own Family pictures to one of her Residents. I knew I
was making progress.”
https://www.hhs1.com/evs-directors-tell-all-how-to-create-a-positive-environmental-services-team-experience/

1. Credibility -- Do my coworkers feel like their managers and other leaders are
credible and competent at what they do?
2. Respect -- Do my coworkers feel respected by their supervisors, and do they
respect each other?
3. Fairness -- Do my coworkers feel like decisions that affect them and their jobs
are made in a fair way?
4. Pride -- Are my coworkers proud to tell others that they work here?
5. Camaraderie -- Are my coworkers creating a community where we care for and
celebrate each other?

Direct Supply

These folks work for accomplishment, community and being part of something bigger than themselves.
https://www.seniorhousingforum.net/blog/2018/1/29/do-people-come-work-money-or-it-something-even-better?pmc=MC&MyID=rmiller%40directsupply.net; Published kentmulkey on Mon, 01/29/2018 - 7:05pm By Kent Mulkey

Tactical Questions: Let’s Take a Quiz

https://www.seniorhousingforum.net/blog/2018/2/1/lets-do-guys

They decide among themselves what buildings they will work in, who will be on their team ... Daniel Pink,
best-selling author of management and behavioral science books, calls this autonomy, or self-directed
behavior, which is the single greatest driver of employee engagement.
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Background
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Efficiencies Derived From Systems
Your Role in Resident Falls Risk Mitigation

Let's Do This, Guys! Published, Thu, 02/01/2018 - 7:19pm By Jacquelyn Kung
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Personal Example

Why would I even bring up the topic of “RCA”?

Best Practice
… a method/technique that is
been generally accepted as
superior to alternatives as it
produces results superior to
those achieved by other means

1. Heated air
2. Cool 98⁰ water
3. Insufficient chemicals
4. Over loaded washers
5. Cloth / soiled diapers

Let me share an example

6. 67% isopropyl alcohol
19

http://girbauindustrial.com/open-pocket/open-pocket-dryers.html

20

What is RCA?

A process to figure out:

What is the value of

1. What happened

having and teaching

2. Why did it happened
3. How to prevent it from happening again

Systems or Processes?

4. OR, to prevent it from happening the 1st time
When have YOU used RCA?
22

Retrospective vs. Prospective RCA

SIDEBAR: Ishikawa / Fishbone-ing

Change to Contracted Laundry Services – Asking “WHY”

People, Hiring, HR
Equipment

P&P

Management

1.

People, Staff, HR

1.

Issue /
Opportunity

P&P

Environmental

1.

1.

Education

Equipment

1.
Education

Environment

1.
Clinical, Medical

Management

1.
24
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Retrospective vs. Prospective RCA

Cause Mapping using “Post-It Notes”

Change to Contracted Laundry Services – Asking “WHY”

People, Hiring, HR
1. Payroll
2. Schedule
3. TB / Criminal / Drug

1.
2.
3.
4.

P&P
Infection Control
HIPAA
Lost Laundry
Hallway Management

Education
1. Not our necessarily
our responsibility
BUT still our concern
25

Clinical, Medical
1. Allergies
2. Prior experiences

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Management
ROI
Staffing
Survey issues
Personal Laundry
Monitoring outcomes

1.
2.
3.
4.

Environmental
Spills
Waste
Chemicals
Staff Smoking

(Issue is Defined)
Goal
Impacted

Equipment
1. Care
2. Expenses
3. Maintenance
26

*

Fall Scenario

Mr. Regis, 77 years old, active, alert, visually impaired
Solution / Intervention
Solution / Intervention
due to macular degeneration, slipped
and fell on ice

Goal
Impacted

Effect

Cause /
Effect

Cause /
Effect

Effect /
Cause

getting out his daughter’s car, returning to building
(fractured elbow and shoulder).

E
C
Cause /
Effect
Solution / Intervention

Ask me some questions.

31
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SIDEBAR: Unintended Consequence – The Cobra Effect
An attempt to curb a cobra problem in Delhi, India, resulted in some rather
ironic unintended consequences. There were complaints about the number of
cobras in the city and British officials decided that the best way to reduce the
cobra population was to pay a bounty for cobra skins.
Create an incentive to kill the cobras, resulting in a reduction of the cobra
population and the problem should be solved!
The bounty initially seemed to work and the number of snakes reported in
the city decreased.
But rather than the number of bounties being claimed tapering off, the number of snake skins being
turned in steadily increased. The catch was that there was no way of knowing if the snake skins being
turned in came from cobras that had been caught in the Delhi.
Some enterprising souls found that it was easier to bred cobras than to catch them. The British
officials had actually incentivized cobra farming. The bounty was canceled. Now, however, Cobra
farmers found themselves with a product that no longer had a market and they released the snakes -- in
the Delhi! The end result was a much larger cobra population than was initially present.
blog.thinkreliability.com/dont-let-unintended-consequences-bite-you

Direct Supply

Fall Scenario: Mr. Regis

Step 3a. Asking WHY

People, Hiring, HR
1. Newly contracted
snow/ice removal

Management
1. Maintenance monitors
conditions ongoing
2. Contract compliance in
question

P&P
1. Parking lot snow starts
removal @ 3” &
ongoing
2. Ice melt applied based
on conditions

Environmental
1. Unseasonal storm
2. Sunday morning event
3. Saturday thaw and refreeze
lead to unusual ice build-up

Education

Equipment
1. Broken weather radio

1.
Clinical, Medical
1.

33
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Staff to inform or
escort resident to
and from the car

Physical Plant
(snow / ice)

Resident Fall

Resident not
aware of unsafe
conditions

Replace brx
weather radio

Establish weekend
policy
Conditions not
monitored
(Maintenance
offsite)

Tell Me Something That You’re GOOD At …

Communicate with
family about calling
or escorting Dad
Family drops
resident off near
the entryway
door of
community

Review contract
with current vendor
and replace if
necessary

Unseasonal
storm

Insert F-1
Video

New snow
removal
contractor

Ice and snow
build up
Thaw/ freeze
prior day

34
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A Looming Potential
Disaster ... Not What
You’re Thinking

Bacteria

Background

Published suesaldibar, 09/05/17 By Susan Saldibar

Team Building
Root Cause Analysis
Regulatory Challenges
Efficiencies Derived From Systems
Your Role in Resident Falls Risk Mitigation

Not in my “spotless” community:
1. A.I. / A.S.
1. “C. Diff” (Clostridium Difficile)
2. “MRSA” (Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus)
2. Elopement
3. PLUS all of the common viruses (cold, flu, virus, …)
3. F-6 Tornado
REALITY CHECK: When “clean” isn’t clean:
4. Staffing Shortages
1. If it already “looks" clean, people are less likely to clean it
5. Chemical Plant Fire
2. Microfiber materials lose their efficacy after laundering
3. It’s tough to achieve 10 minute contact times in LTC
6. …
4. < 50% of surfaces are "actually" clean (black light)
5. Bleach and disinfectants resistant germs
MYTH: Using more product and higher concentrations cleans better
FACT: Can result in damaged furniture, flooring, equipment ≈ higher microbe concentrations
https://www.seniorhousingforum.net/blog/2017/9/5/113-potential-disaster-not-what-you-think?pmc=MC&MyID=rmiller%40directsupply.ne

Seeing Beyond Just “Regulatory Compliance”

CMS Requirements of Participation

(Effective 28 Nov 2017)

“Liz, if you had a room full of HC EVS and Maintenance Professionals, what
would you share with them about the new Requirements of Participation?”

MOVIE: The Never Ending Story
1.
REALITY: State and Federal regulations
C. of P.: 1st comprehensive overhaul of SNF rules since 1991
•

“Regulatory Compliance” = “Checklist Quality”

•

Fire Drills: Where are you?

•

Fire Drills save lives …

F689 - Accidents
Facility must ensure that the resident environment remains as free of accident hazards as is
possible ... Avoidable vs. Unavoidable Accidents … eliminate or reduce the risk of an accident …

2.

F700 – Bedrails and Entrapment
Specific guidance on rails is new, but the FDA regulations are not ... Hospital Bed System
Dimensional and Assessment Guidance to Reduce Entrapment … Selection … maintenance …
inspection … Removal …

3.

F838 - Facility Assessment
Facility must conduct and document a facility-wide assessment to determine what resources are
necessary to care for residents competently during both day-to-day operations and emergencies ...

“When I think of my Grandparents, I think about how THEY would like to be cared for.
So I care for my Residents like they were my Grandparents.”
Good Samaritan Caregiver; Kissimmee, FL, April 2015
https://skillednursingnews.com/2017/09/five-traits-successful-snf-administrator-recruit-one/ ; https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-Certification/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/Downloads/Survey-and-Cert-Letter-17-30.pdf

Direct Supply

http://www.emsaonline.com/mediacenter/articles/00000183.html

4.

F880 – Infection Control
Facility must identify the decontamination method based upon the risk of infection to the resident
coming into contact with equipment or medical devices ...
Liz Jensen, RN MSN, RN-BC, Clinical Director, Direct Supply
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CMS EP Conditions of Participation – 27 NEW “E” Tags
8 Elements of a Water Management Program

(1 of 2)

Identifying Buildings at Increased Risk

Survey building (property) to determine if water management program is
needed to reduce the risk of Legionella growth and spread.

USA: Reported Legionnaires’
disease cases have increased
by nearly 4½ times since 2000.
More illness occurs in the
summer and early fall but can
happen any time of year.

If you answer YES to any of the 1 – 4 questions , you should have a water
management program for hot and cold water distribution system.
Gray boxes are especially relevant for healthcare facilities.

(2 of 2)

Identifying Buildings at Increased Risk
Devices that can spread contaminated water droplets should have a water management
program even if the building doesn’t. If you answered NO to questions 1 -- 4 but YES to
any of 5 -- 8, you should have a water management program for that device.

Other Examples
Decorative fountains

Hot tubs/saunas

Showerheads and hoses

Expansion tanks

Water-hammer arrestors

Cooling towers

Pipes, valves, and fittings

Water heaters

Electronic and manual faucets
Hot and cold water storage tanks

1] If you answer NO to questions 1 -- 8, you should still maintain water systems
according to manufacturer recommendations.
2] Properties with multiple buildings, should prioritize buildings that house / treat people
who are at increased risk for Legionnaires’ disease

Eyewash stations

Faucet flow restrictors

Non-steam, aerosol-generating humidifiers

Ice machines
Water filters
Aerators

Centrally-installed misters, atomizers, air washers, and humidifiers
Medical devices (CPAP machines, hydrotherapy equipment, bronchoscopes, heater-cooler units …)

(ex-smoker; chronic lung disease [emphysema/COPD]; weakened immune system [cancer/diabetes/kidney failure]; immune system weakening medications)

Direct Supply
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Water System Flow Diagram

Cooling
Tower

Temperature
Permissive

SUBJECT: Domestic Water System Safety Management Program
POLICY: This center will provide a source of domestic water supply, as safe as possible, to all
residents, staff, and visitors. This center will strive to eliminate the source of, or distribution of,
unacceptable levels of preventable contamination (including but not limited to legionella, cryptosporidium,
arsenic) within its water system.
PROCEDURE: Ensure that the water system management program does the following:
1. Actively identify known or potential hazardous conditions or risks in municipal or natural
source of the water, center maintained equipment and center storage and distribution systems
such as: (Water heaters Water-hammer arrestors Pipes, valves, and fittings Expansion tanks Water filters Aerators
Faucet flow restrictors Showerheads and hoses Eyewash stations Ice machines Hot tubs/saunas Decorative fountains
Cooling towers Hot and cold water storage tanks Electronic and manual faucets Nonsteam aerosol-generating humidifiers
Centrally-installed misters, atomizers, air washers, and humidifiers Medical devices [CPAPs, hydrotherapy,
bronchoscopes, heater-cooler units])

2. Assess potential problems before they endanger the domestic water supply system through
a preventive maintenance process.
3. Describe the building water system for your center using both written text and a flow
diagram. Include all main steps involved (receiving, cold water distribution, water heating, hot water

Stagnation

No Disinfectant

Bacteria Spread
Conditions

Special HC
Considerations

External
Hazards

CDC Legionella Water Management Resource Links
1. Legionella Water Management Tool kit:
https://www.cdc.gov/legionella/maintenance/wmp-toolkit.html
2. Guideline for Environmental Infection Control in Healthcare Facilities:
https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/environmental/index.html
3. Healthcare Water Management Program FAQs:
https://www.cdc.gov/legionella/water-systemmaintenance/healthcare-wmp-faq.html
4. Legionella Environmental Assessment form:
https://www.cdc.gov/legionella/downloads/legionellaenvironmental-assessment.pdf
5. Legionella disease resources:
https://www.cdc.gov/legionella/index.html
6. Legionnaires’ Disease Fact Sheet for Clinicians:
https://www.cdc.gov/legionella/clinicians.html
7. Worksheet to Identify Buildings at Increased Risk for Legionella Growth and Spread
https://www.cdc.gov/legionella/maintenance/wmp-risk.html

distribution and waste).

4. Establish water safety control limits (ex. temperature and disinfectant levels) and where control limits
should be applied. Develop responses/ways to intervene when measurements are outside
established limits.
5. Monitor the established control limits and respond according to the established method.
Document and communicate all monitoring and response activity.
6. Create an active “Water Safety Team” (employees, partners or outside experts) who can develop,
maintain and review a water safety program on a regular basis or as events may necessitate.
7. Consult with official and expert sources (CDC, EPA, ASHRAE, etc.).

Mac ‘n Cheese with a little ketchup OR
Legionella??? *

Slide courtesy of Karen Hoffman, CMS Survey&Cert group. Presented 9/22/2017

Direct Supply
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(1 of 2) How big a deal is Infection Control –
Whether you think of F441 or F880 or NO F-TAG AT ALL?

(2 of 2) How big a deal is Infection Control –
Whether you think of F441 or F880 or NO F-TAG AT ALL? *

1. Infection control concerns better be front and center ... The issue is serious enough

3. “Infection control must be the new mantra when processing laundry”. (Dan Goldman,
OPL national sales manager for Laundrylux)

to wind up on some prominent lists, including the top 10 most common survey
violations ... In fact, the top two items on that list, accident hazards and ineffective

4. Simply staying abreast of emerging pathogens will be the biggest challenge,

infection control programs, respectively, are both in the wheelhouse of housekeeping

particularly for laundry staff.

and laundry operations.

5. Hand washing, ozone processing, sending the laundry out, liberal use of chlorine

2. CMS: A typical resident can expect as many as 4 facility-acquired infections per year.

bleach are not the answer. The problem is not whether you killed the superbugs in

Infections account for up to half of all nursing home resident transfers to hospitals

the wash cylinder, but rather cross-infection from one resident's bed to another.

https://www.mcknights.com/news/make-it-a-clean-sweep/article/514333/ : John Hall; August 05, 2016 -- Make it a clean sweep

https://www.mcknights.com/news/make-it-a-clean-sweep/article/514333/ : John Hall; August 05, 2016 -- Make it a clean sweep
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“Last week, a colleague of mine told me about an Immediate Jeopardy situation
during an annual survey where the hot water temperatures were coming out of the
faucets in resident rooms at greater than 120 degrees and as high as 145 degrees.
The facility did not have a system in place for hot water temperature monitoring.”
Patricia Howell, RN, a member of McKesson's Clinical Resource Team

That could have been avoided if the facility used CMS Quality Indicator Survey forms
for auditing on a regular basis.

Background
Team Building
Root Cause Analysis
Regulatory Challenges
Efficiencies Derived From Systems
Your Role in Resident Falls Risk Mitigation

https://www.mcknights.com/news/make-it-a-clean-sweep/article/514333/ : John Hall; August 05, 2016 -- Make it a clean sweep

•
•
•
5. LABELING:
Prevent losses and Resident dissatisfaction
Facilitates efficient distribution and timeliness
Products Used: Labeling system, Printer, Labels, HeatSeal Machine

a] Defined work order system

a] ( = planned …)

b] Identify assets and parts

b] Reduces downtime

c] Assign personnel based on WO’s

c] Avoids unplanned maintenance

d] Track ($$, parts, materials, labor,
WO) e] Analyze, Forecast, Report Costs

d] Increases equipment life

f] Manage W.O. / W.O. backlog

Types of
Maintenance

e] Prevents breakdowns

CM
Corrective
Pro-Active

PAM = CM + PM + PdM (aircraft)

PAM

vs.
“Run-to-Failure” mode
Reduces total down time
Maximizes reliability and useful life
67
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f] Complements CM and PdM

PM

Preventive
Predictive

PdM

IF Ignore trends THEN failures occur
a] Identifies impending issues
b] Predicts failures (tools: vibration &
lubrication analysis, thermography,
ultrasonics, human ear + experience)

http://www.leanexpertise.com/TPMONLINE/articles_on_total_productive_maintenance/management/13steps.htm
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a] ( = planned …)

a] Defined work order system
b] Identify assets and parts

What is the REAL cost of poor maintenance?

A Challenging Thoughtb] Reduces downtime

c] Avoids
maintenance
c] Assign
personnel
based
on WO’s can reduce its spend on PM by
“The
average
company
up to unplanned
50%” … (ARC
Advisory
Increases equipment life
Group’s
Enterprise
Asset Management
d] Track
($$,
parts, materials,
labor, and Field Service Management Marketd]Study)
WO) e] Analyze, Forecast, Report Costs
e] Prevents breakdowns

“This stat is surprising … time-based cycles for preventive maintenance is an
f] Complements CM and PdM
CM no other PM
industry standard... there were simply
options.
Corrective
Preventive
Types
of of assets have an age-related failure pattern … This means that 82%
“Only 18%
of assets are not actually in jeopardy of failure due to age … and that the PM
Maintenance
Predictive
Pro-Active
performed on assets is ineffective ...

f] Manage W.O. / W.O. backlog

PAM = CM + PM + PdM (aircraft)

PAM

PdM

What business process

IF Ignore trends THEN failures occur

creates more impact?
Producing revenue?

“Monitor your assets -- is actually the first step towards optimizing … Machines
a] Identifies impending issues

have a lot tovs.
tell you about when they need to be maintained – if you’re listening,
b] Predicts failures (tools: vibration &
mode
that“Run-to-Failure”
is ...”
lubrication analysis, thermography,
Reduces total down time

or
Reducing expense?

ultrasonics, human ear + experience)

https://www.ibm.com/blogs/internet-of-things/as-much-as-half-of-every-dollar-you-spend-on-preventive-maintenance-is-wasted/

Maximizes reliability and useful life

http://www.sitepoint.com/forums/showthread.php?605900-What-creates-more-impact-produce-revenue-or-reduce-expense

http://www.leanexpertise.com/TPMONLINE/articles_on_total_productive_maintenance/management/13steps.htm

What’s Changing in Your World?

Technology In HC Today

Today, we’re expected to have our
“head in the ‘cloud’” …
The phrase, ‘Healthcare Technology’, as we’ll be using it, only refers to the actual
“hardware” that you need to maintain. Examples
include:
Examples
include:
1. Transportation

8.

Communications equipment

2. Energy sources

9.

Servers, Cloud, Analytics, etc.

3. Water treatment

10. Office equipment and furniture

4. Workshop equipment

11. Cooling and heating equipment

5. Waste treatment plant

12. Nursing and therapy equipment

6. Health facility furniture

13. Laundry, kitchen, EVS equipment

7. Service supply installations

14. Fire and security related equipment

‘HowtoManage’SeriesforHealthcareTechnology;HowtoOrganizeaSystemofHealthcareTechnologyManagement;AndreiIssakov,Coordinator,HealthTechnologyandFacilitiesPlanningandManagement,WorldHealthOrganization,Geneva,SwitzerlandMladenPoluta,Director,UCT/WHOHTMProgramme,UniversityofCapeTown,SouthAfricahttp:/www.who.int/management/organize_system_%20healthcare.pdf

3D Printing Is Already Changing Health Care

LSC and HCFC Technology Solutions

Drew Hendricks, 4 MAR 16

= 3D printing, “additive
manufacturing” … around
since 1984 … most exciting
advances
=
world
of
medicine ... cost is dropping
… technology is becoming
more accessible.

1. Tasks
2. Documentation
3. Tracks all LS documentation
4. Prioritizes by specific LS code

Becoming a part of mainstream medical practice. 3D-printed ankle replacements, 3Dprinted casts, 3D-printed pills developed in the past two years … encouraging success

5. Organized calendar-based work schedule

rates … 3D-printed cast heals bones 40–80% faster ... 3D-printed pills allow for new
pill shapes that completely alter the drugs’ release rates ... customizations more

6. LSC-related Tasks Instructions (and other maintenance tasks)

possible and, consequently, formerly impossible treatments easier.
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https://hbr.org/2016/03/3d-printing-is-already-changing-health-care
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Mahatma Gandhi answer when asked,
“How do you initiate change?” *

Systems and Efficiencies

Albert Einstein:
"Any intelligent fool can make things bigger

“First they ignore you,

(and) more complex ...

Then they laugh at you,

It takes a touch of genius

Then they attack you,

and a lot of courage

Then you win.”

to move in the opposite direction."
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AGENDA: Managing Challenges & Changes & Responsibilities
& Relationships in the 21st century LTC Realm

1
2
3
4
5
6

Insert video Elliot:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fyan2o7PaxA

Background
Team Building
Root Cause Analysis
Regulatory Challenges
Efficiencies Derived From Systems
Your Role in Resident Falls Risk Mitigation

Multi-factorial
Assessments

Safe At Home

Outside
Inside
Bedside
Person

1.

Shade

6.

Parking lot

2.

Patios

7.

Way finding

3.

Security

8.

Grassy areas

4.

Vehicles

9.

Weather-related

5.

Sidewalks

10.

Seating and benches

85

OUTSIDE
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What do you see?

Safe At Home
1.

Lighting: Adequate, no glare

2.

Walking: Areas clear of barriers

3.

Equipment: Beds, w/c, footwear, grab bars

4.

Furnishings: Design, function, color, height

5.

Monitoring Systems: Nurse call, resident monitoring

6.

Risks in specific spaces: Gym, dining room, bathrooms

INSIDE

87
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What do you see?

2012 edition LSC 101 and
HFSC 99 provides
allowances for
FIXED FURNITURE in
corridors not permitted by
2000 edition

AGENDA: Managing Challenges & Changes & Responsibilities
& Relationships in the 21st century LTC Realm

1
2
3
4
5
6

Background
Team Building
Root Cause Analysis
Regulatory Challenges
Efficiencies Derived From Systems
Your Role in Resident Falls Risk Mitigation

Are You A “Care Giver”?

One last request, Make sure your Team
knows that THEY ARE CARE GIVER, TOO.
Copyright 2017-2018 Direct Supply, Inc. All rights reserved
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